The constant centrifugal potential approximation (CCPA) is generalized so as to be applicable to the reactions of rotationally excited reactants. The accurate-calculations of reaction probabilities are required only for J< 1 CIil w , Ji , (< * ) where J is the total angular momentum quantum number, ji represents the initial rotational state of a reactant diatomic molecule, pi is the z component of J in the body-fixed frame in the initial arrangement and 1 lnil MAx is the maximum of such I nil's that give significant contributions to the reaction. The method is applied to the D+Hz (ui=O,ji) reaction with use of the hyperspherical coordinates, and is proved to be useful by comparing the results with those, of the authors' own accurate calculations. The reaction mechanisms are clarified with respect to the dependence on fii and ji.
I. INTRODUCTION
ing the reaction dynamics with much less numerical effort.
Recent progress in the quantum mechanically accurate treatments of atom-diatom chemical reaction dynamics is remarkable,'-" enabling us to investigate the effects of potential energy surface topography on the reaction dynamics without ambiguity and making an interplay among dynamics theory, experiment, and quantum chemistry possible.'6*2@z3 At the same time, however, we have to make more effort to further develop better illuminating approximate theories. This is indispensable for challenging the reaction systems involving heavier atoms and polyatomic molecules. As one of such practically useful approximations the constant centrifugal potential approximation (CCPA) (or the energy shift approximation) has been proposed, '7,'8,2'%25 in which the centrifugal potential is replaced by the constant value at a certain representative position. With use of the accurate results only for J=O, where J is the total angular momentum quantum number, this approximation enables us to estimate integral cross section and rate constant quite accurately and furthermore to analyze the various reaction mechanisms. This can also save a lot of CPU time.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II summarizes some basic equations on which the later discussions are based. The equations both in the hyperspherical coordinates5 and in the Jacobi coordinates1'24 are provided. Section III generalizes the CCPA to the case of rotationally excited reactants (j+ 1), being based on the basic S&r& dinger equations in Jacobi coordinates in the body-fixed frame. Section IV explains the actual method of calculation with use of the hyperspherical coordinate approach. The generalized CCPA requires the accurate calculations only at J< I ai] -.
Here I nilis the maximum among these I Cni 1 's which give non-negligible contributions to the reaction. In order to check the validity of the generalized CCPA, however, we have carried out the accurate calculations up to JhlAx at which the cross sections are well converged. Our own method of doing this accurate calculation is explained also in this section. In Sec. V we have applied our method to
The CCPA proposed so far, however, can be applied only to the case of ji=0,17*18 where ji is the initial rotational quantum number of a reactant diatomic molecule. This is because the reaction mechanisms for j&O are different for J< j, and J>ji. Although there has not been made much work of the quantum mechanically accurate calculations for ji> 1, 14-16 this tendency can be seen from Fig. 1 of Ref. 14 [see also Figs. l(b) , l(c), 3(b) , and 3(c) of this work]. This comes from the different contributions from the different Szi components, where fii is the z component of J (or ji) in the body-fixed frame (see Table I of Ref. 1) . In the present work we generalize the CCPA to the case of j&l. This is important, because the information on the dynamics of ji>l is naturally crucial for clarifying the overall reaction mechanisms, especially in comparison with experiment. Together with the power of hyperspherical coordinate approach, this generalized CCPA approximation will be very useful for comprehend-
where uk(A=i,f ) represents the vibrational quantum number in the initial (i) or final (f ) channel. The cases of j,+l and 2 are considered at the total energy of E,, =0.6-1.086 eV. The potential energy surface employed here is the one by Liu-Siegbahn-Truhlar-Horowitz (LSTH) .26p27 Concluding remarks are given in Sec. VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES
For later convenience, wd summarize the basic equations both in the hyperspherical coordinates5 and in the Jacobi coordinates.'*24 In the actual calculations in the internal region, we use the adiabatically adjusting principal axisshyperspherical (APH) coordinate system composed of six variables, i.e., three Euler angles (c&r) and three hyperspherical coordinates (p,8,~) .~ On the other hand, we rely on the equations in the Jacobi coordinates in order to generalize the CCPA approximation.
The total Hamiltonian of triatomic system in the APH coordinates can be written as H(e4tay :p) = -$ j -g p5 $+H&Q5 :p) +HJ(w,aY :p) (2) with p=/zcz (3) where mx(X=A, B,C) is the mass of the atom X. Here H,, and HJ represent the J-independent and the J-dependent part of the Hamiltonian at fixed p, respectively, and are explicitly expressed as where p represents parity and I/?( &p,@,y :p> is the nth eigenfunction of the surface Hamiltonian ( =HO+HJ), (Ho+Hh,@(&k&y :p> = U~(ph@m+,P,y :p>.
(13) The actual numerical computations are carried out within the framework described above. The scattering matrix is obtained by solving the close-coupling scattering equation with respect to p by the R-matrix propagation method.28'2g The details will be described in Sec. IV.
As was done in the previous works,'7918 in order to obtain the scattering matrix in the asymptotic region we make a transformation from the APH coordinates to the Delves, and finally to the Jacobi coordinates.5
In order to generalize the CCPA approximation, we go back to the Schrijdinger equation in the body-fixed Jacobi coordinate system (R, ,r~ ,e~>. 1924 
where Hfzg is the J-independent part of the Hamiltonian, + WWa,W,
and Rn(r~) is the mass scaled translational (vibrational) Jacobi coordinates. H z1 oL* I represents the Coriolis coupling expressed explicitly as
where j; are the' usual lowering ( -) and raising ( + ) operators corresponding to j,. We should note that fi, is the z, component of j, and J.' The zL is taken to be along Rk. Eq. (14) will be used in Sec. III in order to introduce the generalized CCPA. The reaction probability is given by PJ.
ufJ$""iji/2->ji+ 1 ri lf =& g z lq$~12 If "I and the corresponding integral cross section and rate constant are obtained from uvfj$'-ui jiA (18) and with kuiji = ,/w/?i, where IA is the orbital angular momentum quantum number in the /z arrangement, Eu,ji represents the initial internal energy of the reactant diatomrc molecule, K is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, and pi is the reduced mass in the initial arrangement. (20) with (21) where Et, is the translational energy and n(d') represents the initial (final) arrangement. This approximation was conflrmed to be effective not only in the RIOSA and the adiabatic-bend approximations,24 but also in the accurate treatment of J=0. '73'8 In the case of ji> 1, however, approximation (20) can not be directly applied, because there exist nonzero fij channels with different contributions to the reactions. f&. can take the following values, depending on the value of J: flf= -ji,-ji+l,..., jj-1,ji when J>ji
Since the number of fii for J< ji is dependent on J and the reaction mechanisms are different for different nls, thus for J< ji and J> ji, we have to carry out the accurate calculations for J<ji in order to generalize the CCPA. That is to say, the generalization of the CCPA should be made on the basis of the accurate results of J= jj for all possible &'s. 'In order to do this it is more convenient to employ Eq. (14) in the Jacobi coordinates. This equation with the Coriolis couplings neglected can be rewritten as
where H ~~~ is the Hamiltonian for J= ji with the Coriolis I y(i) JJi "i couplings neglected. Since pi ranges over the interval ( -ji,-jj> which is independent of J when J> ji, Eq. (23) suggests that the CCPA can be generalized as follows:
, 'I I I (24) or p J>.ji 
The reaction probability P :fjf A, Cu. jiA(Etr) is detined by Eq. ( 17). Approximation (25) is considered to be better than Eq. (24), since the summation and averaging procedures are involved in obtaining the probability. In the present work, the actual accurate calculations for J< ji are carried out with use of the hyperspherical coordinate system as is explained in the next section. As is mentioned above, the necessity of the accurate calculations for all fii components up to J= ji basically comes from the fact that the number of sli is different for J< ji and J>ji. In some cases, basically at low collision energies, however, not all of the Q components at J= ji contribute significantly to the reactions. In this case, the accurate calculations are required only up to J= 1 nil MAX< ji, where 1 Cni( MAx is the maximum of those 1 fij 1 's which give significant contributions to the dynamics. The notations J> ji, J=jj and Btjj( ji+l) in Eqs. (24) and (25) are replaced by J> 1 InilMm, J= Ifhilm, and BtIQiI-(Ifi I i -+ 1) , respectively. Naturally, the S-matrix elements for I ail > I &I MAX are assumed to be zero. Unless we can know the relative contributions from each C& Q priori, however, we have to estimate the contributions from all fij and then we can use the accurate results for J= ji in Bqs. (24) and (25).
IV. METHOD OF CALCULATION
In this section our method of accurate calculation of the S matrix for J> 1 is described. As was explained in the previous section, the accurate calculation is necessary for J< ji or I fij I -, even if we employ the CCPA approximation. The adiabatically adjusting principal axis hyperspherical (APH) coordinates5 are used in the actual calculation in the internal reaction zone. The surface eigenfunctions r@' are expanded as &w&wty :p) = ; C~~pP~(8,~ :p#&,&@,y), (27) where Ck are the expansion coefficients,
and DJ M is the Wigner's D function. Here the basis functions @!(0,# :p) are taken to be cpn, @=" for a=O, r I $F=' for ficz)l,
where ~~ are the eigenfunctions of the following eigenvalue problem:
where Ho is given by Eq. (4) and a0 is the z component of Jin the APH body-fixed frame [see Bq. (5)]. The notations 0 and fin, should not be confused with fk,(A=i,f ). The reason why we employ this Hamiltonian to construct the basis functions is as follows: Because of the singularity of C( 0) at 8=?r/2 (collinear conformation), the functions {4?="3 which have nonzero finite amplitudes at 8=r/2 can not be enough as the basis function+ Ln order-to ta-ke _ into account ihis smgularity and to have proper behavior of the wave function there for @l, we have introduced the second term of Ha0 in Eq. (30). Since the basis functions {$p=' 3 properly go to zero at 8=?r/2, we do not need other functions with an,>2 for basis functions. Singularities of B (8) 
The close-coupling equations in the representation of surface adiabatic states {4?> are solved by the diabatic-by sector method and the R-matrix propagation method. 28'29 The whole range of p is divided into a large number of small sectors. The basic quantities required to solve the coupled equations are (i) the eigenvalues (Vf( p)} of Eq. 
where pk represents a representative position of p in the kth sector.
Launay and Dourneuf adopted the wave functions ($F}, which are the eigenfunctions of Ha0 in Eq. (30), directly in the close-coupling method as channel functions. lo-r3 Thus they had to employ $? for a,= 0 -3. On the other hand, we have to calculate #F only for Cn,=O and 1 [see Eq. (29)]. Therefore, the CPU time in our treatment can be less.
In the asymptotic region the R matrix propagated in the APH system is transformed into the one in the Delves coordinates and the latter is used to yield the S matrix which satisfies the proper boundary conditions in the Jacobi coordinates.5
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here we apply our method to D+Hz(vi=0,jj=1,2)+DH(vf=0,jf)+H
at the total energy Et,,=0.6-1.086 eV measured from the bottom of the potential in reactant region. The zero point energy of H2 is 0.2683 eV, and the rotational excitation energies of Hz are 0.0147 and 0.0439 eV for ji=l and 2, respectively. In order to check the validity of the presently generalized CCPA approximation, we also carried out accurate calculations.
A. Accurate calculation
In comparison with the results of Launay and Dourneuf" and those of Zhang and Miller,' we have tested our quantum mechanically accurate calculations, for J> 1. First, we have investigated the convergence of reaction probability with respect to the number of a, projection of J onto the body-fixed frame z axis [see Eq. (27) ] in the APH system. Launay and Dourneuf found in their calculations that the cross sections for H+H, at the total energies of 1.1 and 1.3 eV converged well with aMAx (maximum fi taken into account) =3." We also tested the convergence with respect to fi in order to save the CPU time and main memory. Table I shows the results for reaction (36) at J= 20 and E,,, = 1.1 eV. From this table we see that while the errors in the case of a-=2 are more than lo%, those in the case of fInMAx=3 are less than 6% except for the case of large j, with very small probabilities. Since the maximum J necessary to get the converged cross sections is roughly equal to 20 at the energies we are interested in and the convergence of probability with respect to 0 becomes better at smaller J's, we can safely take sz -=3 in the present calculation. Next, we have calculated the cross sections for ji=O to compare with those of Zhang and Miller (ZM) .9 Table II gives the results for each j, at Et,,= 0.78, 0.93, and 1.086 eV. Table III gives the total cross sections summed over all possible j, as a function of E,, . The discrepancy between the present and the ZM results for individual j, (Table II) amounts to at the most 20% except for the case of large j, with very small probabilities. This discrepancy is acceptable enough for the present purpose, especially if we consider the fact that the two methods are completely different. Moreover, the agreement in Table III is very good and we judge from the above analysis that our code for the accurate calculations works all right.
B. Reaction probability
Here and in the next subsection we demonstrate how the generalized CCPA approximation works. The representative position Rt of reactive transition is taken to be Rf which is the initial translational Jacobi coordinate of the transition state (saddle point). Figures 1 (a)-1 (c) show the reaction probabilities summed up over all jf for process (36) with j,= 1 as a function of J at Etot=0.6, 0.75, and 1.086 eV. The CCPA (J=O) and CCPA (J= 1) mean the CCPA approximations based on the accurate result of J=O and J= 1, respectively. The result by Zhao et al. l4 is shown in Fig. 1 (c) just for a comparison. The discrepancy between our results and those by Zhao et al. mainly comes from the fact that we employed the different potential energy surface. We employed LSTH,26927 while they used DMBE.32 In Fig. 1 (a) , all three results agree relatively well, namely, even the simplest CCPA( J=O) seems to be applicable. However, in Figs we have estimated the corresponding reaction probabilities for ~i=O and 1 nil = 1 separately, as is shown in Fig. 2 . This was carried out by using the transformation between the R matrix in the body-fixed (BF) frame and that in the space-fixed (SF) frame,
where C is a matrix defined by (37) &es 6 8.. rA av "A"v JAJV C( j,z,J;n,oo,).
Here T~ represents the vibrational and rotational quantum numbers in the h arrangement collectively, and C( jZJ;fiOn) is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. By executing this transformation, we can easily pick up the component of each ai. From Fig. 2 , we can see that the components of ] ail = 1 give little contribution to the probability at energies lower than -0.7 eV, but become comparable with the L&=0 component at higher energies. This is the reason why the CCPA(J=O) works all right at E,,=O.6 eV [ Fig.  l(a) ], but fails at E,,,=O.75 and 1.086 eV [Figs. l(b) and l(c)]. This means that 1 Ini]m=O<ji= 1 for Et,,s0.7 eV and I nil MAX= 1 =ji for E,,,ZO.7 eV. In Figs. 1 (b) and l(c) the CCPA(J=O) agree well with the CCPA(J = 1) at JZ 6 and JZ 20, respectively. This comes from the fact that as J increases, the shifted energy in Eq. (25), E,,--B+J( J+ 1) + Btj,( j i+ 1) , decreases to the region where the contribution of s1,=0 dominates (see Fig. 2) . Figures 3 (a)-3 (c) give the similar results as Fig. 1 for ji=2 at E,,=O.6, 0.75, and 0.95 eV. In this case the CCPA(J=l) works all right up to E,,,=O.75 eV [ Fig.  3 (b) ], but fails at E,,=O.95 eV [ Fig. 3(c) ]. The reason for this is the same as before, as is shown in Fig. 4 , where the relative contributions from the three components I nil =O, 1, and 2 are shown as a function of total energy. This figure tells that ] nilmay be taken to be 0, 1, and 2 at E,,,SO.55 eV, 0.55 5 E,,,dO.8 eV, and E,,? 0.8 eV, respectively. In any case, the above analysis clearly tells that the accurate estimate of reaction probability for J<ji or I&lMAX is necessary for the CCPA approximation to be applicable to the reaction process with a reactant in the rotationally excited state ji. In Fig. 3 (c) we can also see the agreement between CCPA( J= 1) and CCPA( J=2) at JZ 12 and among three CCPA results at JZ 16. The reason for this is. the same as in the case of ji= 1.
In both cases Of ji= 1 and 2 examined above, the ni=O component dominates the reaction process at low energies. The ni=O component of the total wave function is proportional to the spherical harmonics Yi,,o,=c( ei,O) , where ei is an angle between the two Jacobi vectors Ri and ri, and thus indicates that the two atoms are apt to concentrate around Gj=O. Roughly speaking, this tells that the reaction proceeds mainly along the collinear configuration at low energies, which is in good accordance with the fact that the H3 system has the collinear transition state.
As is seen in Figs. 1 (c) and 3 (c), the CCPA probabilities oscillate and deviate from the accurate results ap- FIG. 2 . The IfijI components of the probability for J= 1 for the same reaction as in Fig. 1 as a function of total energy: ai= (solid line with solid circles), and 1 &I = 1 (dotted line with solid squares). preciably at large J. This is because the CCPA approximation picks up the oscillation (with respect to E,,) of the accurate probabilities at high energies, which appears at Et,,, 2 0.8 (0.9) eV for ji= l(2) in the present case (see Fig.  5 ). As is clear from the basic idea of CCPA, this approximation works all right only at low collision energies and the above fact suggests, very roughly speaking, that it may be acceptable up to the energies lower than that where the oscillatory structure appears in the accurate reaction probability for J= ji.
C. Cross section and rate constant
We have estimated the integral cross sections by summing up the probabilities with respect to J according to Eq. ( 18) . The convergence of the cross sections with respect to J was confirmed by taking J up to 24.
Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the accurate j, distributions for ji=O, 1, and 2 at Et,,=0.93 eV(a) and 1.086 eV (b) . The results of Zhao et al. l4 based on the DMBE3' surface are also shown for ji=O and 1. The present result for ji=2 is new, but the overall distribution is qualitatively the same as those of ji=O and 1.
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) give the final converged cross sections summed up over all j, for ji= 1 and 2 as a function of total energy. In these figures, the results of the CCPA (J=O-2) are plotted together with the accurate results. In Fig. 7(a) , the result by Zhao ef al. l4 is also shown for a comparison. As mentioned before, the discrepancy between ours and theirs mainly comes from the fact that the different potential surfaces are used. From these figures, we find that the CCPA( J= ji) can reproduce the accurate results quite well at Et,, 5 0.8 eV (ji= 1) and 0.9 eV (ji=2).
In Fig. 7 (b) the CCPA( J= 1) seems to work well in a wide energy range despite the fact that the case of ji=2 is treated. This is because the reaction probability of the I nil = 2 component becomes non-negligible only at high energies, for instance at Et,,2 0.9 eV in the case of J= 2 (see Fig. 4) . Furthermore, the dominant contribution to the integral cross section comes from large J values( J = lo-12 in the case of E,,,=O.95 eV>, where the effective translational energy becomes small and the contribution of the I &I =2 component is negligible. In order to have better understanding of the reaction mechanisms, however, we can not rely on the CCPA(J= 1) results at Et,, 2 0.8 eV, bet-ause the reaction probability as a function of J can not be well reproduced [see Fig. 3 (c) l.
Finally we have estimated the rate constant at T=200-1000 (K) according to Eq. (19). As is seen from energies, where the CCPA is valid, dominate because of the Boltzmann factor.
VI. CONCLUSION
The constant centrifugal potential approximation (CCPA), which has been proposed for the reaction with ji (initial rotational quantum number) =0 and proved to work well for estimating integral cross section and rate constant,"*'* is generalized so as to be applicable to the case of rotationally excited reactants. This generalized CCPA requires accurate evaluation of the reaction probabilities for J< 1 Cnil-\ Ji , (< -) because the reaction mechanisms are different for different L$'s, thus for J> I Cli( MAx and J< I ail MAx. Here I nil MAx is the maximum of such I &l's that give non-negligible contributions to the reaction. This CCPA (J= I lnil MAx) approximation is demonstrated to be very useful by taking the D+H, reaction as an example. This can save a lot of CPU time, and is still powerful for clarifying the reaction mechanisms. As is expected, the approximation works well at low collision energies, roughly speaking at energies lower than the first maximum of reaction probability. It works very well for reaction rate constant in the region of room temperature. The ni (body-fixed z component of J) dependence and ji dependence of the reaction are also clarified and the necessity of accurate calculation for J< I fii I MAx is confirmed. In accordance with the collinear transition state, the fii=O component is found to be dominant at low energies.
In the present application of CCPA, we have employed Rf~-(initial translational Jacobi coordinate of transition state) as Rt in Eq. (26). Generally speaking, it is better to take an average, j&z=; (j+2+$2)) (39) for heterogeneous reaction systems, as was demonstrated in Ref. 18 . The present D +Hz system is quite symmetric, and this dose not give a big difference.'77'8 An unsolved problem is a choice of Rt in the case of such strongly heterogeneous systems that the conventional transition state (saddle point) is located far from the potential ridge where particle rearrangement occurs. The potential ridge in 3D reaction-is two-dimensional and it is not clear how to define Rt in such cases. Another interesting thing to be further investigated is the applicability of the approximation for estimating differential cross sections, although the accuracy is naturally expected to be worse. ence and Culture of Japan. Numerical calculations were carried out at the computer center of Institute for Molecular Science.
